Name ________________________________

Prefixes un-, re-, pre-, dis-
Write the list word.

not safe __________ wind again __________

1. __________ 2. __________

opposite of pack __________ group in a new way __________

3. __________ 4. __________

Read the sentence. Make a list word by adding a prefix to the underlined word.

5. Did you **plug** the lamp?

6. I **agree** with that idea.

7. Let’s **run** those home movies.

8. Eddie started **school** this year.

9. Be sure to **lock** the door.

10. My cat seems to **appear** at night.

11. Did the washer **color** the shirt?

12. Did you **heat** the oven?

Home Activity Your child spelled words with the prefixes un-, re-, pre-, and dis-. Have your child explain how the new word changes the meaning of the sentences in Exercises 5 to 12 above.